
A Brief Memoir 
 

I can see it: the site of my family home in a great oak forest on the incline of a 
hill. 

In spring the sun brought light to the recesses of understorey, especially beneath 
a mossy root-covered outcrop that caused the slope to dip sharply, creating a 
shaded habitat for a large thicket of holly. On the outcrop would one day stand 
the north-facing gable and front door of the house where I grew up.  

A blackbird’s rustling through dead leaves, gone the blood-red berries.  A short 
distance away a pounding stream, swollen from the long-winter’s rain, birdsong 
echoing, the annual migrants’ return, chiffchaffs first among them busily 
making their nests in the brambles on the forest floor.  Overhead the cooing of 
woodpigeons, wings clattering. Animals are stirring too, as small as the pigmy 
shrew, as large as the bear, her roar competing with the waters of the stream. 
The forest was still open to the watery but lukewarm sky, as new buds began to 
cover the branches from the largest bough to the tiniest twig.  

In the stillness of summer the canopy created a sultry darkness, midges flitting, 
glinting on penetrating sunbeams, insects humming until sunset when the 
horizontal shafts of light cut through the vegetation and gild the trees gold. Not 
long the bat would leave its roost to catch straggling gnats and an owl’s shriek 
send tiny mammals scurrying. After nocturnal hunting and fleeing, through a 
chink, the morning star and a sliver of crescent moon against a cyan sky shows 
dawn has come, promising a sunny day to the animals in the treetops. Below 
daylight more speckled, until greyness covers all, the distant rumble of thunder 
bringing raindrops pattering on to flat palm-like deep green leaves, crinkling 
sound floating to the ground.  

Acorns hit with a plop the cushion of leaves as autumn passed. And the red 
squirrel hurriedly buries them, food for winter. The leaves turned russet and 
yellow. A new layer of humus, composting and warm, would build as each leaf 
lost its hold, floating to the earth below. Over the treetops the night is crisp, icy 
and clear: sapphire with a twinkling firmament of stars and silent passage of 
meteor showers.  



In winter the place was open to the heavens. Down the hill, was visible the bay 
and peninsula with its rugged cliffs. The day frosty, sky clear, a boar would 
rummage for food, its grunts competing with the rumble of the stream back 
from the trickle of summer. That night a creamy full moon casts eerie shadows 
into the depths, now the world of nocturnal creatures not hibernating until 
spring. The howl of wolves – not far – breaks the silence of the night. By 
morning the sky had quietly clouded, dry cottony snowflakes falling. All 
became white but for the red holly berries and the breast of a feisty robin. The 
forest was still and crystalized. After mid-season a subtle lengthening of the 
day, nothing more, no other signs yet. Spring was coming around again.   

I can see such a spring day: a hunting party passing through, carrying the 
carcase of a wild boar tied with thick twines of hazel vine to the shaved trunk of 
a sapling tree.  

The woodland was the source of material for the shafts of spears and the 
handles for axes, becoming the means to kill quarry. This was the habitat where 
these newcomers discovered those great beasts, creatures that could be food for 
the hunters and their families, the hides clothes and shelter. They were moving 
towards the shore and the faint murmur of the sea, and home. Though they were 
not there yet, and until they were could be attacked by other hungry animals to 
devour their prize – or them. Wet underfoot the downward descent was slippery, 
slowing, building up fear, where something precious could easily be dropped.    

Across a deep stretch of water was the island where the tribe lived. They had 
come to this island after ancestral wanderings along the coast of that even larger 
island. They settled in one location until circumstances determined they move 
on, continuing their nomadic quest, until they came to the island at the foot of 
this hill, off a rugged headland dividing two bays, from where forest could be 
seen disappearing south and north fringed by white sands. The island was a 
sanctuary from the wild beasts of the dark woods, the fire-eyed demons. Though 
storms could still batter its cliffs, sea monsters with gnashing teeth charging 
them from the depths of the sea, where in calmer conditions the creatures 
slumbered peacefully. The inhabitants would listen to the wind thinking they 
could hear one of those monsters climbing the island, snarling and snorting, 
making its way to their tiny shelters. It might breathe upon the fragile hide skin 
tents they huddled together in. The domed-homesteads’ frames made from 
flexible hazel branches might be blown away with a roar, leaving them to be 
devoured. But the tribe would come through, comforted by tales of maelstroms 



far worse, which drove them from homes to seek new places to live, and 
reaffirming that sense of place over physical terrain.  

The waters around the island was a source of fish and seal meat, when calm. 
The people could cross the sound in their wooden dugout canoes, vessels more 
suited to river and estuary. But they were skilful builders adding confidence to 
their fear. They would seek from afar the right tree trunks from which to hollow 
out their vessels, even modify them for the harsher waters. The world around 
the tribe fulfilled necessity, and offered both hope and fear. Journeys that had to 
be made to the mainland had to be made. On the beaches the adults collected 
limpet shells or fished while children played in the water or the forest’s edge. A 
piece of wood could be a boy’s canoe being sailed on the trickling water of the 
small river, flowing over the sands to the sea. That river came from the dark of 
the forest, bringing with it sharp-toothed predators along the banks, but also 
fresh life-giving water, like the deep mysterious well on the island, unlike the 
killing water drunk from the sea. His mother’s call of warning to stay still: 
starting, he looks up to see a wild dog pass him indifferently He obeyed, not 
moving.  

In season the woodland margins provided rich abundance of nuts and fruit. 
There in the hazel scrub they hunted birds, dexterously constructing the wooden 
traps, then the startling noise of clattering wings as a flock takes flight. Was the 
commotion alarm at an approaching large animal the humans could not fly 
from?  But they had to enter the fringes of the forest. The human prey had other 
prey to hunt, mammals such as hares and pigs, sometimes – bear. The human 
hunters would climb up from the rocky shore, over each skyline a beast might 
wait to pounce; on reaching that plateau, always came a quiet sign of fear’s 
relief – briefly. Beyond that flat the tree-covered hill continued its climb. 
Sometimes a quarry would disappear into that black mouth, so the hunters 
braced themselves again; now they overcame fear, with each adrenalin-driven 
step. Steeper and denser the pursuers brushed their way through hanging 
branches, thick in summer foliage. Dogs could help in the hunt, sniffing their 
way after a scent of blood, barking in excitement when they came upon the 
victim dying in a pool of red. The tribe would celebrate their kill, food for days 
if large enough, feeding their bellies as well as replacing fear with feeling of 
power.  If wind and rain pelted them as they ate by the eternal campfire, the 
meat tasted even better, warm, comforting in the company of kin and family, 
knowing they had conquered over the competition for the meat on that spit and 



not become the meal themselves – each individual reflected. Faded in that 
celebration the anxiety: ancient memories of when they were mere scavengers 
themselves. Yet that frightening struggle was never too far away, the spirits 
always reminding them: beware. A sacred talisman would be reassuringly 
clutched. Reality of the afterlife was seen in all about them. On the island lay 
the dead, bodies cremated or inhumed. The older burial places lost, unmarked, 
beneath midden or dwelling. Still the memories lived on of those recently 
passed, with pain sharp and deep, to those so long gone that recollection can be 
a comfort. Person and soul resided in the hearts of the living, especially the loss 
of a child – suddenly limp and cold after a feverish struggle, gently offered to a 
shallow pit, the elder shaman chanting, praying over the bodily remains and 
covering them in sacred white-tailed eagle feathers, calling on the good spirits 
unseen, that dwelled in everything animate and inanimate, to take the soul on its 
journey to the Other World, succour to the grieving left behind. Even where no 
physical flesh remained, lost to the sea or forest, the sacred feathers would be 
scattered on the waters or among the trees. All had their journey to make. 

The tribe observed the diurnal rhythms, with the rising of the sun from beyond 
the sea, great burning orange ball, glowing and emitting heat – like the 
communal fire – to the burning embers before night. The sun spirit crossed over 
them, from the waters to the forested mountains of darkness, to join the 
departed ancestors. Sometimes a different spirit dwelled overhead, a cloud 
spirit, one like the eye-stinging smoke of the fire, so often bringing the cold. But 
it also brought the fresh water from the sky, thirst-quenching. At times the 
approaching clouds from across the hills or sea were a welcome sight. Other 
times a mist would sit on the waters, the surface opaque but mirroring the land 
around, a gentle ripple rather than fanged open-mouthed roar.  In winter rain 
sometimes fell as snow, looking like ash but cold, and settled on the ground, 
crunching under hare-skin shoes. They observed and noted the passing of the 
moon. The milky full moon, with darker shades, was like a smoothened stone 
found by the shores, that changed over time yet returned to its fulsome shape, 
cyclically constant, as if some giant invisibly chipped away at it, making it 
smaller until it eventually vanished, leaving only the chert-black sky  and 
sprinkles of quartz for stars. 

The rhythm of days turned into the rhythm of seasons. Each transit of the lunar-
cycle was notched, counting to the Gathering on the island near summer’s end, 
a time of festivity, to put off worries of harsh winter to come, and enjoy, 



comforted in memories of summers past. For soon enough it would get warmer, 
gone the biting cold, when the very young and old would pass to the 
Otherworld.  It was occasion to exchange ideas, trade hides and rarer more 
valuable stone, admire some polished stone axe or arrowhead from encroaching 
tribes. It was a time to discuss exploration of new hunting grounds – possible 
threats – and protect those hunting grounds still held. Extended family and 
friends came together, not always in peace, to celebrate in story, music and 
feast. Initiated boys and girls would meet up and marriages agreed. Under the 
full moon the festivities around the campfire would go on until dawn if the sky 
was clear and night mild.  

From the fire sparks, like stars, would leap and dance into the darkness. The 
shaman performed and told tales of transforming into wild creatures, then 
dressed in the stag’s head with its stone-like staring brown eyes, antlers sharp 
and twisted, the shaman would jump across the flames – disappear – and make 
the children cry out in excitement more than fear. Around the fire the world was 
safe from all those fears unseen. The adults knew the actions more serious, that 
their shaman communicated with the dead and brought back messages for the 
living. In the darkness, beyond the dancing flames, hissing and sparking hazel 
branches, lay the remains of loved ones, silent but always with them.  

For the adults the shaman flew away to the Above, no longer a stag, but the 
white tailed sea eagle that soared up, some of them glimpsing the silhouette of a 
loved-one against the milk-moon. Then the shaman leapt back through the 
flame, returned as the mighty stag, back with comfort and advice, and accounts 
of his adventures.  Only the shaman could travel to other realms with the 
magisterial beast. It appeared one day in an open clearing not far from the shore. 
It held them in mystical awe as it was strong yet did not seem aggressive. Still, 
it had huge antlers that could easily kill even the strongest men of the tribe, 
weapons or not. The hunting party was taken by surprise, hypnotized into 
watching the animal with its sharp powerful antlers, strong chest and neck, deep 
reddish-brown hide. It moved gracefully through the scrub. They had never seen 
such a creature before, as if it were a traveller from the Otherworld. Life was a 
struggle with those higher forces, with nature, a relationship that had to be 
balanced – that invisible power respected – but also the sense it had to be 
conquered, controlled and overpowered. So the party, the chief hesitant at first, 
his leadership confidence always privately a bit uncertain, took the javelin and 
successfully threw it, piercing the stag’s breast. He had become the first to 



travel beyond the senses to another place unseen, the source of stories and 
wisdom. And with those stories told, the night came to an end. 

Festival time was over, another cycle began.  

 

Growing up my life followed a rhythm, continuity of cycle.  

My earliest memories are now ethereal fragments: a sprig of holly being placed 
around the crib, smell of Christmas tree pine needles, excitement of the season, 
associated many years later on seeing the deep-green and red of the ibex in the 
bare winter woodland. Memory and moment met. Picking a piece of flint from 
the pebbles on the beach I recalled an  overcast summer’s  day, with a warm 
gentle breeze on my cheeks and hair, watching  my toy wooden yacht, blue with 
a creamy canvas sail, wobbling on the sand-rippled pool. A gossamer memory, 
that’s location is stubbornly clear – Shanganagh River – one stream of 
memories on its passage to the sea.  

Following summer house martins readied for their long flight south, squeezing 
in and out of their mud nest beneath the eaves, at the very apex of the family 
home, my father saying they would soon migrate to the Sahara because the 
winter here was too cold. That place excited my imagination: deserts and sand 
dunes, the thrill of adventure and journey. It was farther away than the 
imagination; farther away than the church steeple beyond the trees on the 
horizon, which so often hypnotized my gaze.   

A full moon might summon memory: white muslin on pastel-blue sky. From 
next door’s  garden I see it on course over the roof of the house, bringing the 
words of the nursery rhyme – ‘the cow jumped over the moon’ – a serene 
twilight not marred by the werewolf’s face. The other children play on, 
shrieking and laughing in the shadows. 

The crescent moon could have the face of an old man, sleeping – the Man on 
the Moon – a picture from a book, then the real image of a waning moon 
floating on the dawn skyline moments before the horizon begins to burn gold to 
the dawn chorus. Some mornings woke in shaded grey. Through my bedroom 
window I saw a black cat slink along the garden wall, jump into the shadows 
among the bushes – the cat grave – and I imagined it a feline-ghost returning to 
its earthly burial place before full light.  



‘Run inside, the sky is on fire.’ Frightened I obeyed my older siblings. The huge    
sky was red. I ran through the front door, away from the darkening gloom to the 
comfort of artificial light and the grown-ups. The memory would remain, its 
significance only revealed over time. Many sunsets would pass: from summer 
dusk, disc like molten iron sinking into the distant Liffey, to watery winter rays 
peeking over the mountains late afternoons. On clear mornings so many times a 
paling moon, fading to the brightening day.   

I met her for the first time on a mild spring afternoon, the sky a milky-grey. I 
met her again the next day. She looked the same: beautiful. On the second day 
she came into my garden and beauty woke: then I saw. The moment she spoke I 
fell in love. And I knew the moment. I knew what it was by how it felt. My      
blood flowed warm, radiated from my chest, my mind clear and calm, all 
became one: past, present and future; unity and beauty of the symbol. Language 
to explain it was as elusive as grasping air: knowing its importance was like 
grasping a rock in the hand, real. The feeling was reality, truth – desired state. 
All-embracing, it defied the childishness of my words. But at age nine I woke 
from dream to reality. Love revealed reality’s deepest, inimitable meaning.   

Dressed in a stylish white belted trench coat, her blonde hair, pale alabaster-like 
face in perfect symmetry, descriptive language and interpretation added in later 
years but the essence of the experience was there. The memory of that moment 
was of another memory – foretelling and recollecting as one – when even 
younger, seeing the picture: she lay on the ground as dead, flowing fair hair and 
white nightdress, her blueish eyelids closed, frozen without a flicker, the arrow 
piercing the medallion that lay across her chest. Not so important sequence, 
explanation of first or second memory, but the blending of experience into the 
one. And with that the future: I swore I would marry her one day. Often child’s 
play is the projection of the adult in the making.   

I never saw school as the path to adulthood.  I began my academic trudge when 
nearly five, in the beginning of September that year. On that first day I sat at the 
desk in my short trousers, legs dangling not reaching the polished oak floor, and 
I scribbled shakily with my large yellow crayon. The classroom window looked 
out upon a glimmering sea. Rays of sunlight danced on my eyes and I hardly 
heard a word said. Mostly daydreamed from that day on. But I would come one 
day to draw a large lone tree, dark trunk and twisted branches, on its own on a 
barren landscape. I could not take anything in, tables or reading, as I moved to 
enter preparatory school. In Willow Park the kindly old priest opened the book 



and asked me to read from the start: first word ‘the’. I saw the letters, not the 
image, they had no meaning. ‘Have you sawdust in your head?’ shouted one 
teacher as he tugged my ear for not knowing my Gaelic.  

My mind lay elsewhere, in those pictorial histories and among ancient tales of 
myth and legend. The children of Lir story left an empty sadness in my chest the 
first time I heard it read in class. Four siblings turned into swans by a spell. 
They had the bodies of the birds, beautiful snow-white feathers, but the hearts 
and brains of children. For nine hundred years they lived among the reeds on 
choppy lakes and flew over storm-swept coasts. Their father, heartbroken by the 
spell cast on them by their stepmother, came and visited his children by the 
water’s edge every day. Then, one day he did not come – nor any day after that. 
The hundreds of years passed; often the graceful creatures, singing mournful 
songs, circled the castle where they had lived, but never saw their father. Their 
old home had become derelict and overgrown. It was a cold and lonely life, sad 
because the memories still lived inside their swans’ heads. They dreamed of the 
time the curse would pass. And one morning they heard a church bell, and knew 
the sign. They stepped on to dry land for the last time. As they did they began 
shedding their feathers and their webbed feet turned to human feet with tiny 
wrinkled toes. Standing there, grey, bare and shrivelled were three shivering old 
men and an old woman. A hermit monk, who witnessed this, spoke to them, and 
they told him their tale. As they sat dying he baptized them. The holy water was 
cold but refreshing, the end to the many long winters of icy rain – completion of 
journey.  

On cold winter mornings before class I trod the gravel path underneath the bare 
horse chestnuts, kicking the piles of the previous year’s dead leaves, 
remembering that autumn: older boys throwing sticks to dislodge conkers or 
climbing the boughs to shake the stubborn quarry from their branches. From the 
sides I watched the contest to find the champion, each shiny-brown conker on a 
string taking turns to shatter or survive. Those boys were the modern-day heroes 
of legend, older than me and bolder: Cuchulainns, that hero who with 
superhuman strength could kill several combatants at once, but had not heard 
the full prophecy; or warrior Fionn MacCools, having tasted the salmon of 
knowledge, confident that was all to know.   

I had felt such a warm flush of pride once in my first term of preparatory 
school: two boys chased me across the muddy playing fields to fight, catching 
up on me I turned to punch back. They stopped, one said to the other: ‘He’s a 



good fighter’. I walked away as if victorious, destiny on my side that moment, 
all the knowledge I needed.  I saw a pale arm rising from the lake catching the 
sword. I saw the glint of the blade and its power to transform the weak into the 
strong. I could play the warrior: fighting a battle in armour, slashing and 
thrusting, in victory plunging my Excalibur into the grass. Next morning, 
looking out my bedroom window, through the misty dawn saw the stick – still 
standing – monument to my victory. It felt good to win.  

But victory on my playing field would be fleeting. Imagination and reality were 
not one. A bigger boy could make the stomach churn in fear, shoving and 
punching. There were limits to imagination – the real world – and only in the 
mind could strength count for nothing. I felt the different emotions but did not 
understand them: power and powerlessness, feeling of triumph feeling of fear. 
Different realms intertwined. I lived in one: fell back to the other.  

In my final year of preparatory school teachers could highlight some 
achievement: history. The icons of history, memories of those lavishly 
illustrated Ladybird Books, linked the passage of human time to my own 
imagination, sequence and event blending into wholeness. And I had lavished 
over those images: from the dawn of civilization, monoliths of Stonehenge; 
Alexander the Great cutting the Gordian Knot; Cassivellaunus submitting to the 
conquering Julius Caesar; William the Conqueror being crowned at 
Westminster Abbey on Christmas Day; Robert the Bruce studying the tenacious 
spider spinning its web; Oliver Cromwell on his white horse, leading his army 
of roundheads; to Napoleon defeated on the field of Waterloo.  

From my early teens the symbols of history, symbols of identity, became the 
validity for my anger and righteous outrage. The logic gave invulnerability and 
historic continuity. Purpose gave that sense of belonging. I came to love my 
country, its culture and centuries-old struggle for freedom, a struggle only 
partially won. At parades and demonstrations my heart leapt to the beating of 
the drums, watched through the heads of the crowd the flags sailed past: the 
green white and orange tricolour, the Fenian golden rising sun on a green field, 
the orange-on-blue sunburnt emblem of those ancient Fianna warriors, the starry 
plough banner of Connolly’s citizen army.  

The past came to life, giving the means to shape the future and my imagination 
the narrative to see destiny. Standing beside the Stone of Destiny on that sultry 
cloudy summer day I saw: the circumference of distant horizon clear to the 



commanding eye of some ancient high king. Overhead wheeled mythic crows, 
black against gunpowder grey. Not far, the Boyne, flowing silently as if 
listening, coming from ancient beginnings then the tide carrying its waters back 
again towards the deep cavernous origins. It had heard industrious chipping of 
stone on stone, the clash of metal as descendent clans fought over territory, the 
thunder-like rumble of cannon and musket when foreign war came to home soil. 
To me it was continuous flow, even the eerie mounds – overgrown and dark – 
held forces that could arise and help snatch victory from centuries of defeat.  

Patriotism became the icon – the ideal. The rebels of 1798 rose for freedom to 
be brutally crushed by grape-shot and pitch-cap. And so was extinguished the 
hopes of equality and liberty from across the Atlantic and continental Europe. 
The pathos of those hopes lost in exile to St Helena, the destination of many 
vanquished in battle.  A century two decades after, revolutionaries rose again – 
part of another war between foreign states – this time their blood sacrifice was 
rewarded in a world of shifting power and devoted to the rapture of martyrdom.  

It was as if I, in part, could contribute to the dream of creating the ideal, and 
with it the ecstatic feeling of being able to change the world to a chosen design. 
But there was an ambiguous emotion: to smash and preserve an image, an icon 
both revered and reviled bound up in that one feeling, to uphold tradition of the 
past yet unfold a dream of a future free of it. The emotion was most often felt, 
almost imperceptibly, when differences found a common ground: a unity, if 
only fleeting, but a hint divergence had something shared. My admiration for 
the personal conviction and courage of Thomas More or a fiery Savonarola was 
equally inspired by the revolutionary zeal of Communist Manifesto.  

But a dream that wants above all the bodily force to make it reality eventually 
becomes disillusionment when circumstance and chance are elements beyond 
control of imagination. My own unsuitability clearer, I floated to the world of 
poetic reverie, but struggled with words as if I were trying to sculpt image from 
rock with my nails. Action did not seem my calling: nor did words. Yet 
somehow narrative, and linking, would become my form.  

Coming to the end of my teenage years I looked back to the start of that life 
phase. At thirteen I dreamed of a future with her, my first love. Four years 
earlier than that, in pre-pubescence, the entrancement and rapture of her face, 
the racing heartbeat and warmth coursing through my veins with a feeling so 
sweet I could almost taste. The sunniest of day became even more radiant. And 



the greyest of day was infused with brightness, even rain could not dampen 
happiness. But the feeling was always carried as a secret hope. One – that if 
exposed, as it was – showed up what youth fears most to be revealed: self-
conscious insecurity, low self-esteem. I had to hide from the realizing of hope: 
run from what I most desired. As an adolescent I could not compete with other 
males for her affections, her beauty beyond my reach, her choice so sweeping. 
On the pedestal of my mind, I found reasons I did not ask her to be my 
girlfriend in my thirteenth year, as I was arcing from boy on the journey to 
manhood. From the nascent sexuality of the nine year old I passed to the 
physically matured teen, though with a gaucheness and deep-seated 
unhappiness, chasing other girls with the dual-standard that should be abhorrent 
to the professed idealist. I could not see it: I could not face a pain even deeper 
than what I already felt; that surfaced momentarily only to be repressed. I was 
not totally without good qualities. They should have been driving me – they 
weren’t.  

By eighteen I realized I had chosen fear of rejection over reality of rejection, not 
gambling on the slimmest hope of love reciprocated. A letter attempted and torn 
up – words inadequate prospects slim. I had lost that childhood dream of one 
day marrying her, of family and parenthood, grandparenthood and old age: 
continuity and unity in life and death. I could have become what I was capable 
of being, and been content with that. Instead I watched from the sides, as she 
too moved into full adulthood, our silent paths diverging after years unspoken. 
And so I idealized her. I would see her pass, the pretty flowing fair hair of a 
Laura or the cold aloof beauty of a Beatrice to freeze tongue and limb.   

As a new decade dawned the red sky on fire threatened once again. And once 
again I took shelter inside. A terrifying reality was looming, which chilled me to 
the bone. It was a shadow that I grew up unaware of and never much bothered 
my consciousness in adolescence. But this was a threat so utter in devastation, 
with no ultimate dream-world sanctuary for my fear: nuclear war. Crushed by 
powerlessness, my craven mind sought to limit its implications through writing: 
making sense, concatenating, bringing comfort and resolution – a dark future 
illuminated by the dim glimmer of the past – quest for answers in philosophy 
and history that could bring order out of chaos. I was trying to make sense out 
of personal lose and the very imminent prospect of total destruction through 
war: the first seemed so globally insignificant yet immense to me, the second 
incomprehensibly terrifying. I’d started trying to reconcile the painful personal 



emotions with the survivalist fear of extinction. Love and human mortality, not 
just on the individual but species level, consumed all my finite artistic energy. 
Wanting love, wanting to live: both were beyond my control. I could not find 
any comforting answer for loss of the first and prospect of losing the second.  

I recorded thoughts in my green cloth-bound hardback notebook. In those 
sketches an old man with a push cart piled high with charred and torn books, 
travelled through a barren wilderness, having salvaged what he could after the 
nuclear apocalypse, trying to retain something of the past in the hopelessness of 
the present. The old man was a symbol, of what I was not clear. But was I the 
narrator? Or was it the old man? Was he to speak through me or me through 
him?  The question confounded me: the conceit, simple enough, would come to 
overwhelm me. In this context the narrator had to be omniscient, but I was not: I 
could not speak through him and he could not through me. I had not the 
wherewithal to be the one spoken through or speaking. And so this work, to 
have been my magnum opus, would get no further than the handwritten pages in 
my notebook.  

But I persevered, outlined the character who was to be the oracle, the authority 
on all I wanted to know, from the Ionian philosophers to the splitting of the 
atom.  I imagined his progress: wandering through that wasted landscape with 
only a lone carbonized tree silhouetted against a corpse-grey sky. Onwards he 
pushed toward some unseen destination. I gave him a mind, but only a mirror of 
my own. He had experienced great sorrows, lost loved ones, and spent his time 
picking at rubble for pieces of writings – philosophers, artists, scientists. But the 
story could not be told from tattered fragments. I felt, like this “creation” must 
have, a deep loneliness at my own prospect of being displaced by the maelstrom 
of war. His metaphorical journey would be presumed by the reader as 
thematically holding out hope. Yet I was little able to cope with the reality of 
the world I was in, and would certainly be submerged by the future one I was 
trying to write about were it to occur.  

Still, there emerged a setting, a place hoped to bring calm in the vortex of 
destruction: the hill near where I grew up. It was where I increasingly came, on 
a summer night a place of serenity and reflection. I would make my way up the 
path through the woods. If clear, with a moon, my course was illuminated: the 
hushed nocturnal world bathed in silver. At the summit, the twinkling lights of a 
sleeping city lay below. The elevation brought some peace, my mind at ease to 
think. And I was looking down on the world, as if it might give me some 



perspective on the meaning of existence, and my role in it. I imagined the 
narrator might arrive at this spot, pushing his cart up the incline, whether the 
end of journey or yet one more peak to climb. The view to meet him, the burnt-
out landscape below. I thought, perhaps he was from this place too – a shared 
emotional affinity. He can survey that scene of desolation: yet the knowledge he 
carries is supposed to be the real hope, the answer to despair.  

Having created him, I had to develop him more. The hero could be a wandering 
prophet around the village warning of the impending war that few seemed 
perturbed about. He could be the strident seer, with followers. He could be the 
reticent, shy individual, with the feeling of hopelessness that peace movements 
could change the fate of the world. He could be distinctive, eccentric: on his 
shoulder perched his pet dove. Or he could have no such traits, nor a need to 
project any.  A solitary reader, he began piling up books in his bedroom, getting 
ready for the day. That continued search for books in the black post-apocalyptic 
world a link to the past: and a fair-haired woman he loved – now ashes and 
memories. 

Other characters joined me on the hill, but wisp-like were carried away on the 
soft warm summer breeze, leaving me alone. Often the old wise man left me 
too, alone with the monumental task I had chosen for him: the story abandoned 
by its voice. Those ethereal characters on the hill would have had their stories 
told, wound into the plot and message of the book. True-life personae were 
among those fleeting ghosts, as were creations of the imagination. I then wished 
to summon great figures from history, perhaps with doubts about the old man 
and his cart of wisdom. They could answer questions I sought, how humanity 
had come to the edge of the abyss. Yet no answer could have given succour.  

Ultimately the task was failed by limits of language and intellect, though 
perhaps glimpsed by imagination. Although imagination can create illusion and 
escape, which are unreal, certainly if the purpose is to face up to some 
catastrophic reality and either resign to it or redact it. I could not take over the 
task from the old man since I could only achieve fragmented knowledge:  I 
could achieve no more than the disordered, extant volumes in his possession, 
which had come out of my mind. Yet vainly, I was trying to record for 
prosperity what he symbolized as the ultimate fate of humanity. And the most 
likely result would have been a turgid tome, without insight or essence. 



Fortunately humanity’s fate was not to be decided by this crisis. The control of 
life and death was beyond me: for now my life – as of millions others – was 
spared. I was reprieved the self-appointed task of writing about cataclysmic 
events that were emotionally, intellectually and artistically overwhelming. 
Ultimately overwhelming, because I was without the essential guide – the 
invisible narrator.  

 

Almost two decades would pass before I would revisit, in the last year of the 
millennium. Those two decades had been a mixed experience: happiness and 
pain. I had moved on and was happily married, but that was marred by the cruel 
hand of chance: our first child being stillborn. A human-size funeral plot bought 
for a baby-sized white coffin, fitted neatly into a ledge. We said goodbye to 
dreams unrealized – ours and his – and watched him placed by the gravedigger 
into the sandy limestone soil of Shanganagh that July day, not far from the 
beach and its clay cliffs. The seasons passed in that place, and the crystals on 
the granite headstone glinted equally in the low sun of winter as the height of 
summer. One day the following December, something caught my eye on the 
ground by the memorial: the broken, hollow, spiny shell of the horse chestnut 
fruit. The tree’s bare branches stretched over the wall from the adjoining church 
grounds, which I had not noticed in full leaf in the earlier summer days, warm 
sunlight filtering through.    

Within two years we had another son, not a replacement but a fulfilment and 
equally cherished, who brought happiness and life where there had been sadness 
and death. And I would not fail him. Infant hope gave birth to new hopes, or old 
ones revived. I bonded with him the moment I saw him, a perfect baby with a 
shock of dark hair. I saw him before his mother did, who was still recovering 
from the emergency caesarean. It would that night before she would see and 
hold him. Later that November evening I visited them. First I went to the 
cemetery to spend some moments with my first born. But it was a place of 
darkness, cold and lonely: the hospital was brightness, warm and happy.  

Though premature, our new child grew up healthy and strong, the 
protectiveness of our love an invisible blanket. Yet anxiety lurked. But I 
replaced it outwardly, attributing my son with near invincible quality, protected 
from cruel randomness by a strength within himself. While I always sought to 
protect him growing up, I could not contemplate any ill becoming him, driving 



such fears deep inside so I could ensure control of destiny. I read to him and 
took a keen interest in his development, a desire to enable him do anything with 
his life. I encouraged him towards a love of knowledge and science, spent 
autumn evenings searching the skies for meteor showers, identifying planets 
and constellations. Summer days were spent near the stream searching 
sticklebacks or in spring collecting tadpoles to watch grow into frogs. In the 
woodland he would identify and draw flora such as the umbellifer giant 
hogweed. At moments there would be the chance to catch the colourful flitting 
kingfisher. On winter or rainy days I would take my young son to the library 
and he would soak up all the illustrated books on dinosaurs, nature and the 
sciences for children.  

I worked as a journalist and continued my creative writing. My historic fiction 
was more that sense of oneness: connecting past and present in one sentimental 
continuum. The everyday lives of the dead fascinated me – real people. They 
were like family. Through this I became engrossed in my own family history: 
the sacred act of ancestral worship, reverently seeking out their stories to be 
told. Their memories were real and with me. I set myself the task of tracing the 
genealogical trees of my parents’ maternal and paternal lines. I became, like an 
astrologer mapping the movement of the stars, wedded to the constellation of 
day, date and lunar cycle converging in harmony. I read up on the new science 
of genetics and its application to researching family history. I recorded family 
stories, the earliest that stone figurine found in the garden of our home.  My 
mother, cleaning the mud off the artefact, put it on the window sill to dry, only 
moments later to return and see it vanished: suspected, the stealth of an 
opportunistic thief.  

In the box on my family history there were voluminous documents to read, on 
top a slim volume of poetry, Thoughts in Print, by Patrick J. McLoughlin, a 
second cousin of my father. Published during the Second World War, one poem 
seemed to reflect the portentous gloom of its author and the times: 

WAR 

Once more the rumbling wheels of war, and battle starts again. 
Once more must sacrificial blood flow on the world in vain? 

 
Great retribution will be sought when Nemesis shall hold 

Her last assizes here on earth for crimes long untold. 
 



Of every state she will demand: ‘Why has thou sought to bleed 
Thy youth and men upon the field, for ever for thy greed?’ 

 

E’er blindly must a soldier fight, for to him is obscure 
The greater issues there involved, the things that might allure. 

 

While I empathized with his sentiments, fifty years on the 1990s was a period of 
peace – hope. The future looked unassailably bright. There were wars, but 
faraway, and it was hard to think those foreign conflicts, while many and 
bloody, could come to disturb the idyll of my own personal life. While I did not 
believe history had ended I was confident it posed no imminent danger to my 
generation, the next, and many more to come: most preciously to my young son.  

But all was to change. 

  


